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AGING

TUESDAY 8/16/22 2PM
WORLD AFFAIRS -A Silver Tsunami: Challenges and Opportunities of Global Aging (7/29) 
By 2030, it’s estimated one out of every six people on planet earth will be over 60. Thanks to leaps in technology 
and public health, people are living longer and better than ever before. This week, World Affairs examines what 
economists and demographers are calling “the Silver Wave” — how the rapid aging of the world’s population will 
create tidal shifts for healthcare and how we design, eat, and live.

ART/CULTURE

Friday July 7/8/22 11AM Maine Calling
The legacy of famous poet and social figure from Maine: Edna St. Vincent Millay.

Wednesday 7/13/22 11AM Maine Calling
Travel expert and public broadcasting host Rick Steves offers travel advice, especially considering the pandemic.

Thursday 7/14/22 11AM Maine Calling
Suggestions for good books to read this summer, from novels to children's books to non-fiction and more.

Monday 7/25/22 11AM Maine Calling
The history and role of aphorisms in our culture -- and Benjamin Franklin's influence on American language.

Thursday 7/28/22 11AM Maine Calling
As part of the Read ME program, we talk with three Maine authors about their work and the joy of reading.

Thursday 8/11/22 11AM Maine Calling
The role of public art and examples of artwork throughout Maine.

MONDAY 9/12/22 2PM
IDEAS FROM THE CBC - The Real Actor 
Denzel Washington, Judi Dench, Javier Bardem: these performers are not the roles that they play. Still, says author 
Isaac Butler, we really do want to see actors’ fuse with their characters. His new book, The Method: How the 20th 
Century Learned to Act, traces how an artform based in artifice has become a search for psychological and 
emotional truth.



Wednesday 8/24/22 11AM Maine Calling
How to make good group decisions and work collaboratively.

Friday 8/26/22 11AM Maine Calling
Why trivia is popular, what makes a good trivia game or event, and where in Maine to participate.

Thursday 9/1/22 11AM Maine Calling
The legacy of famous poet and social figure from Maine: Edna St. Vincent Millay.

Monday 9/5/22 11AM Maine Calling
Travel expert and public broadcasting host Rick Steves offers travel advice, especially considering the pandemic.
.
Thursday 9/8/22 11AM Maine Calling
How to make good group decisions and work collaboratively.

Monday 9/12/22 11AM Maine Calling
NPR TV critic Eric Deggans discusses the latest shows and the Emmy awards.

Friday 9/16/22 11AM Maine Calling
Actress Nicole Maines talks about her busy career and work for transgender rights.

Friday 9/23/22 11AM Maine Calling
A new book describes how food-centric utopian movements have shaped places like Maine.

Thursday 9/29/22 11AM Maine Calling
Author and transgender activist Jennifer Finney Boylan discusses her work and her new book.

CRIME/CORRECTIONS/COURT/LAW ENFORCEMENT

Friday, 7/22/22 11AM Maine Calling
Detective and social media star Tim Cotton discusses his career, retirement—and the Duck of Justice.

ECONOMY/FINANCE/BUSINESS

Tuesday 7/5/22 11AM Maine Calling
The outlook and impacts for Maine's summer tourist season.

Wednesday 7/6/22 11AM Maine Calling
The rapid growth of the cannabis industry in Maine, and how the state is regulating adult-use and medicinal 
marijuana.

Tuesday 8/9/22 11AM Maine Calling
A new law freezes property taxes for some older Mainers.

Wednesday 8/10/22 11AM Maine Calling
The latest digital devices and answers to personal technology questions.

Wednesday 8/17/22 11AM Maine Calling
How to start a food or beverage business & examples of food entrepreneurship in Maine.

Thursday 8/18/22 11AM Maine Calling
What makes Maine's state fruit unique, and how the wild blueberry industry is doing.



Wednesday 8/31/22 11AM Maine Calling
A new law freezes property taxes for some older Mainers.
Wednesday 9/14/22 11AM Maine Calling
What to know about electric vehicles and how to use them in Maine.

Tuesday 9/20/22 11AM Maine Calling
Advice on being frugal during difficult financial times.

Wednesday 9/21/22 11AM Maine Calling
The latest news and advice about cars, trucks, SUVs, EVs.

EDUCATION

TUESDAY 8/23/22 2PM
APM PRESENTS
No Excuses: Race and Reckoning at a Chicago Charter School 
Producer DJ Cashmere, who is white, spent seven years teaching Black and brown students at a Noble Street 
charter high school in Chicago. Noble followed a popular education reform model called "no excuses," which 
promised low-income students better test scores and increased access to college in exchange for hyper-strict 
discipline. After DJ left the classroom to become a journalist, Noble disavowed "no excuses," calling it 
"assimilationist, patriarchal, white supremacist, and anti-black."

TUESDAY 8/30/22 2PM
INTELLIGENCE SQUARED U.S. - Should America Forgive Student Debt? 
Facing growing discontent over the rising cost of higher education, many prominent Democrats and some 
Republicans are calling on Washington to cancel the approximately $1.7 trillion Americans currently owe in 
student loan debt. Supporters see debt forgiveness as a necessary step to safeguarding the nation’s financial 
future and combating inequality in the education system. But others argue that this blanket policy would balloon 
the federal deficit, reward irresponsible borrowers, and waste taxpayer money on those who are not actually in 
need. Is it time for a student loan bailout?

Friday 8/19/22 11AM Maine Calling
Update on the new free tuition program and other news from Maine's Community College System.

Tuesday 8/23/22 11AM Maine Calling
Maine Commissioner of Education Pender Makin discusses new school programs, funding and workforces 
challenges, pandemic impacts and more.

Thursday 8/25/22 11AM Maine Calling
New resource adds to the many options for lifelong learning in Maine.

TUESDAY 9/20/22 2PM
INTELLIGENCE SQUARED U.S. - Should the SAT Be Erased? 
Last year, only 1.5 million high school students took the SAT, down from 2.2 million in the class of 2020. Covid-19 
played a significant role in the decision among many schools not to move forward with at-home testing. But the 
move sparked even wider discussion about the test itself. Currently, at least 75% of colleges actually don’t require 
the SAT or ACT. That’s an all-time high, with many schools pledging not to return to it. But is that the right move? 

ENVIRONMENT/ENERGY/WILDLIFE/CLIMATE CHANGE/RECYCLING



Thursday 7/7/22 11AM Maine Calling
Statewide efforts to increase bike access, where to ride, safety tips, equipment, e-bikes and more.

WEDNESDAY 7/6/22 2PM
SPEAKING IN MAINE - Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations Presents Paul Bodnar 
On today’s edition of Speaking In Maine, we return to the Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations for a talk by Paul 
Bodnar, Global Head of Sustainable Investing at BlackRock, on Financing the Low-Carbon Future.

MONDAY 7/18/22 2PM
INTELLIGENCE SQUARED, U.S. - Can Humans Adapt to Climate Change? 
The dangers of climate change are “no longer over the horizon.” Humanity may soon pass the “point of no return.” 
These are the phrases U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres used to describe what he called an “utterly 
inadequate” global response to rising temperatures. But if we were to decisively act, and restructure our global 
economy with the climate in mind, who would shoulder the burden? Or should our collective focus orient more 
toward humans’ capacity for adaptation?

MONDAY 7/25/22 2PM
Rebuilding for Climate: Successful City Strategies 
83% of people in the United States live in urban areas, and these days that’s where some important climate 
progress is happening. Cities all over the country and globe are experimenting with climate resilience projects 
specific to their local environments and challenges. In many cases, these projects also look to address historic 
injustices and provide more equitable models for transportation, housing, green space, and more. 

Monday 7/11/22 11AM Maine Calling
Understanding the sharks off Maine's coast, the latest research on their behavior, and precautions to take near the 
water.

Wednesday 7/27/22 11AM Maine Calling
Efforts to maintain healthy populations of migratory fish in Maine rivers and streams.

Thursday 7/29/22 11AM Maine Calling
The growing popularity of pickleball and where and how to play in Maine.

Tuesday 8/2/22 11AM Maine Calling
Why invasive green crabs threaten the ecosystem and ways to make use of them.

Thursday 8/4/22 11AM Maine Calling
Land conservation efforts gain ground across Maine.

Monday 8/8/22 11AM Maine Calling
How places in Maine help capture and store carbon and slow climate change.

Friday 8/12/22 11AM Maine Calling
Summer gardening challenges, from drought to pests to weeds.

THURSDAY 8/11/22 2PM
CLIMATE ONE - Turning Down the Heat: Decarbonizing Cement and Steel
Along with aviation, the construction industry is one of the hardest to decarbonize sectors in the global economy. 
Cement and steel production together are responsible for about 15% of global CO2 emissions. Carbon-negative 
cement has been talked about for years, and innovations in steel production show promise as well, but is either 
technology ready for primetime? And what about replacing these materials with engineered wood, which could 
also store carbon for decades?



THURSDAY 8/25/22 2PM
CLIMATE ONE - Patti Poppe: Reinventing Utilities During a Climate Emergency
As the CEO of the California utility giant PG&E, Patti Poppe is charged with navigating the company through 
massive wildfires, disrupted energy markets, and lingering public distrust of the utility. The company is 
undergrounding 10,000 miles of electric lines, working with GM and Ford on incorporating power from electric 
vehicles into homes and the grid, and more. How can utilities like PG&E reinvent themselves and modernize the 
electric grid to deliver renewable power when their own systems are threatened by catastrophic climate change?

MONDAY 8/29/22 2PM
CLIMATE ONE  - On The Run: Voluntary and Forced Climate Migration
The climate crisis may not be the sole driver of human displacement but it is a contributing and growing factor, 
exacerbating the misery of already struggling communities. According to the UN Refugee Agency, climate change 
typically creates internal displacement within countries before it pushes people across national borders. While 
much of this displacement is involuntary, many with wealth and foresight are able to move before things get really 
bad. How well are governments prepared to handle an influx of people driven from their homes – and support 
those who are left behind?

MONDAY 9/5/22 2PM
CLIMATE ONE 
Will Sustainable Aviation Ever Take Off? 
For those of us who love to travel, climate guilt weighs heavily. Civil aviation accounts for about 3% of global 
greenhouse gas emissions, and that number is going up. But while electrifying cars and trucks is already well 
underway, flying planes on anything other than liquid fuels remains devilishly difficult. Despite that difficulty, there 
are options. But how sustainable are the options, and are they really ready for prime time?

THURSDAY 9/15/22 2PM
THE CATCH  - How Squid Explains the State of Global Fishing 
The next time you order up some calamari, stop for a minute and think. Where does this actually come from? The 
Catch explores the issue of ocean sustainability through the lens of the squid. 

Monday 8/15/22 11AM Maine Calling
Understanding rat biology & behavior—and how to reduce this rodent population in Maine.

Tuesday 8/16/22 11AM Maine Calling
Efforts to make Maine's outdoor recreation more accessible and welcoming to all

Monday 8/29/22 11AM Maine Calling
How carbon sequestration in Maine can help slow climate change

Tuesday 8/30/22 11AM Maine Calling
Efforts to make Maine's outdoor recreation more accessible and welcoming to all

Friday 9/2/22 11AM Maine Calling
Ways to use resilience to survive and thrive after suffering trauma

Wednesday 9/7/22 11AM Maine Calling
Maine's role in the future of the global seaweed industry

THURSDAY 9/22/22 2PM
THE CATCH  - How Squid Explains the State of Global Fishing 
The next time you order up some calamari, stop for a minute and think. Where does this actually come from? The 
Catch explores the issue of ocean sustainability through the lens of the squid. 



Thursday 9/15/22 11AM Maine Calling
Fall bird migration and rare bird sightings in Maine.

FARMING/GARDENING/AGRICULTURE

MONDAY 7/11/22 2PM
CLIMATE ONE - Digging Deep into the Next Farm Bill
Roughly every five years, the U.S. designs and implements a new farm bill, which sets federal policy on agriculture 
across a huge swath of programs. As the discussion around the 2023 farm bill intensifies, many are pushing for 
climate mitigation and adaptation measures to be a primary focus of the legislation. Then there’s equity. Since the 
1930s, the Federal Government has supported farmers with subsidies, credit, and crop insurance. Yet historically, 
Black, Indigenous, and other farmers of color have been excluded from these benefits. Today’s Climate One asks: 
can we make progress on equity and climate today that we couldn’t in the past?

Thursday 7/21/22 11AM Maine Calling
Agriculture Commissioner discusses the issues and challenges facing farms in Maine.

Tuesday 9/27/22 11AM Maine Calling
The shared history of humans and pigs, and the role of pigs in Maine.

HEALTH/MEDICINE/SAFETY/PET HEALTH

WEDNESDAY 7/20/22 2PM
ON POINT PRESENTS SMARTER HEALTH - Ethical Considerations 
Part two of a four-part series exploring how artificial intelligence and machine learning may revolutionize the 
healthcare industry. Today’s episode examines the potential of AI in healthcare. And looks at important ethical 
considerations in three areas: data collection, algorithm development, and implementation of AI in health care.

WEDNESDAY 7/27/22 2PM
ON POINT PRESENTS SMARTER HEALTH - Guardrails, Guidelines, and 
Part three of a four-part series exploring how artificial intelligence and machine learning may revolutionize the 
healthcare industry. As AI develops in the healthcare space, regulations also need to develop. The FDA, until 
recently, only regulated drugs and medical devices. On today’s episode we hear from the head of the FDA’s digital 
health division and other experts about the kind of guardrails needed to ensure safety and regulations that could 
push the market toward developing tools to serve larger patient populations.

WEDNESDAY 8/3/22 PLEDGE 2PM Program
ON POINT PRESENTS SMARTER HEALTH - People 
The potential of the technology, the ethical questions around deploying it, the guidelines regulating it and in this 
last episode—the people working with it, developing it, and the patient receiving care involving AI. How can this 
technology thrive in our complex and broken healthcare system where doing the most good or giving more 
patients access to care isn’t always incentivized.

Friday 7/15/22 11AM Maine Calling
Finding a sense of hope when the news all around us is bleak.

Wednesday 7/20/22 11AM Maine Calling
The rise of fentanyl use and drug overdoses, and what's being done to stem the epidemic.

Monday, 8/1/22 11AM Maine Calling
Maine CDC director Nirav Shah answers questions about the BA.5 variant, potential new vaccines, Paxlovid, 
monkeypox and more.



Friday 8/5/22 11AM Maine Calling
The importance of resilience in approaching workplace challenges.
MONDAY 8/15/22 2PM
APM PRESENTS - BBC Witness History: Virus Outbreaks and Breakthroughs 
Go back in time to key events in history and hear the story of our times told by the people who were there. 
Witness History features first-hand accounts, archive material and insight from historians. From the Spanish 
influenza of 1918 to the SARs epidemic of the early 2000s - accounts from people who have suffered from viral 
diseases and those who have worked to find a cure. We’ll hear first-person accounts of major moments in the 
battle against infectious disease, as told by the people who were there.

WEDNESDAY 8/31/22 2PM
IDEAS FROM THE CBC - The Good Enough Life 
Once upon a time, just before global circumstances changed, an IDEAS episode called The Joy of Mediocrity aired. 
It argued that Western society's emphasis on achievement and individually "living your best life" was making the 
majority of us wildly miserable. Now, two more-than-mediocre years on, producer Lisa Godfrey checks in with 
several of the original participants. Is their own advocacy for an alternative to excellence — the "good enough" life 
— still intact? They'll explain why "good enough" is a useful goal, even in a time of extended crisis.

THURSDAY 9/1/22 2PM
APM PRESENTS - 988: A Call for Crisis Care 
The federal government has transitioned the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline into an easy-to-remember 3-digit 
number. 988 is a hotline for mental health emergencies like suicidal thoughts and life-threatening behavior—that 
anyone can dial or text for help. What actually happens when someone dials 988? What do people expect when 
they call to report a mental health crisis? And what does crisis response look like?

TUESDAY 9/13/22 2PM
INTELLIGENCE SQUARED U.S. - Should We Eat More Processed Foods? 
As new technologies create foods that can’t be made in home kitchens, the question of whether we should all be 
consuming more highly processed foods is up for debate. Advocates say a substantial increase in food processing is 
the best way to feed growing human populations while also reducing food waste. Opponents argue that these 
kinds of foods are often less nutritious and are commonly linked to adverse health outcomes. Should we eat more 
processed foods?

Monday 8/22/22 11AM Maine Calling
Hospital leaders discuss the latest pandemic news, monkeypox, Lyme disease and more.

Friday 9/2/22 11AM Maine Calling
Ways to use resilience to survive and thrive after suffering trauma.

Tuesday 9/13/22 11AM Maine Calling
Myths and science of how the parental brain works and what it means to be a parent.

Monday 9/19/22 11AM Maine Calling
What is known about the adverse effects of PFAS on health.

Monday 9/26/22 11AM Maine Calling
Maine CDC director Nirav Shah addresses the state of the pandemic, boosters, flu and more.

HISTORY

Monday 7/4/22 11AM Maine Calling
A new film about Maine's involvement in Gettysburg and the history and impact of that period.



MONDAY 7/4/22 2PM
SMITHSONIAN SIDEDOOR
Broad Stripes, Bright Stars, and White Lies: America's First Flag 
Betsy Ross sewed the first American flag. At least, that's what we were taught in school. But when historians go 
searching, there’s no proof to be found. So how did this story get started? In this special episode of the 
Smithsonian's Sidedoor podcast, we unravel the Revolutionary history behind this vexillological tall tale. In the 
process, we learn that the real Betsy Ross was anything but the mild mannered seamstress we think we know. And 
we discover the work of the women behind another of America's most famous flags: the Star Spangled Banner.

TUESDAY 7/5/22 2PM
COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA - Putin, Russia, and the Hunt for a KGB Spy 
The CIA beginning in the early 1980s made a series of stunning arrests—three high-profile Russian spies, Aldrich 
Ames, Edward Lee Howard, and Robert Hanssen, were uncovered as some of the most damaging leaks the agency 
had ever seen. Yet, as told by former CIA officer Robert Baer, the investigation for a “fourth man” ensued shortly 
after, and now relates the never-before-told story about the hunt for what may very well be the greatest traitor in 
American history. 

Monday 7/18/22 11AM Maine Calling
Learning about Maine's history through the clothing, textiles and fashions of the past.

Tuesday 7/26/22 11AM Maine Calling
Why the year 1972 was pivotal in shaping the state of Maine.

WEDNESDAY 9/7/22 2PM
APM PRESENTS - The So-called Mystery of Rapa Nui (Easter Island)
Who moved the giant monolithic statues of Rapa Nui, a remote island in the South Pacific? And how did they do it? 
These questions have been at the center of much speculation and debate since Europeans first arrived there 300 
years ago on Easter Sunday, 1722, and called it “Easter Island. In this award-winning documentary from NHPR's 
Outside/In, we will be transported to the shores of Rapa Nui, where we will hear the voices of both white and 
native indigenous archeologists who have studied the famous moai.

Tuesday 9/6/22 11AM Maine Calling
New PBS documentary explores America's response to the Holocaust.

Friday 9/9/22 11AM Maine Calling
The people, events and livelihoods that make up Maine's rich maritime history.

Wednesday 9/28/22 11AM Maine Calling
The life and legacy of Czech dissident and statesman Vaclav Havel.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

THURSDAY 7/7/22 2PM
IDEAS FROM THE CBC - The Idea of Home: The Stranger at the Door 
What do you owe to a stranger who arrives at your door? In ancient Greece, hospitality (or xenia) was seen as a 
sacred moral imperative. Someone who defied the obligations placed on both host and guest risked the wrath of 
the gods, or even outright war. Today, the word xenia has largely fallen out of use, but its opposite, xenophobia, 
has been a driving factor in contemporary politics for years. Today’s edition of IDEAS explores ancient traditions of 
hospitality and whether true hospitality is possible in a world of nation-states and borders.



TUESDAY 7/12/22 2PM
WORLD AFFAIRS - Price Shock: The World Economy, Upside Down 
Inflation in the U.S. has reached its highest point since 1981. In developing nations, the problem is even worse. The 
UN says thirty-seven nations are in need of food, but can't afford it, triggering fears of food riots. So, what makes 
prices for necessary things – like food and fuel – so volatile? This week, we revisit a conversation with filmmaker 
Rupert Russell about his book and film, “Price Wars: How the Commodities Markets Made Our Chaotic World.” 

TUESDAY 7/19/22 2PM
WORLD AFFAIRS - Price Shock: The World Economy, Upside Down 
Inflation in the U.S. has reached its highest point since 1981. In developing nations, the problem is even worse. The 
UN says thirty-seven nations are in need of food, but can't afford it, triggering fears of food riots. So, what makes 
prices for necessary things – like food and fuel – so volatile? This week, we revisit a conversation with filmmaker 
Rupert Russell about his book and film, “Price Wars: How the Commodities Markets Made Our Chaotic World.” 

THURSDAY 7/21/22 2PM
SPEAKING IN MAINE - Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations: John Spoko (in-house)
Today’s Speaking in Maine brings us to the Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations for a talk by John Spoko, 
Inspector General for Afghanistan Recovery. 

TUESDAY 7/26/22 2PM
WORLD AFFAIRS - Scaling Up: Local Solutions to End Global Homelessness 
Financial experts are warning that the global economy could be headed toward recession. At the same time the 
pandemic, war and displacement, and the climate crisis have left many people concerned about keeping a roof 
over their heads. On this program, we take on the global housing crisis – its roots, its demands, and how we can 
solve it. 

MONDAY 8/1/22 2PM
WORLD AFFAIRS - Bill Browder on Exposing Russia’s Web of Corruption, & Surviving Putin’s Wrath 
Bill Browder was a prominent foreign investor in Russia until he was banned by President Vladimir Putin. In a 
gripping interview with Ray Suarez, Browder recounts a hunt for missing money that led him to discover a 
corruption and conspiracy plot involving Putin’s inner circle. Browder breaks down the Russian government’s lethal 
response, the landmark Magnitsky Act, and what Putin’s past can teach us about what he might do next - in 
Ukraine and beyond.

TUESDAY 8/2/22 2PM
INTELLIGENCE SQUARED - Agree to Disagree: Can the Fed Manage a Soft Landing? 
The Fed recently announced aggressive interest rate hikes and is signaling more to come. Its goal? To stabilize the 
economy amid surging inflation (reaching rates not seen in some 40 years) and lingering supply chain disruptions 
and shortages. But just what can the Fed actually do to stave off a potential recession? While many are calling on 
the central bank to use its monetary policy tools to quell consumer demand and help stabilize the economy, others 
warn that higher interest rates will backfire and end up hurting the nation's most vulnerable.

THURSDAY 8/4/22 PLEDGE 2PM Program
TRAVEL WITH RICK STEVES FUNDRAISER 
Today’s special edition of Travel With Rick Steves brings us to the Afghanistan, Italy, Iceland, and more. 

Tuesday 7/12/22 11AM Maine Calling
Analyst and author Aaron David Miller discusses current global and domestic controversies and developments.



MONDAY 8/8/22 2PM
WORLD AFFAIRS - Update: How the Story of Vincent Chin Still Inspires Calls for Asian American Justice  
In 1982, Vincent Chin was scapegoated and murdered by two white men in Detroit. The echoes are still heard forty 
years after his death, as violence targeting the AAPI community in the U.S. reaches new levels. We revisit an 
interview with filmmaker Renee Tajima-Peña about her documentary, “Who Killed Vincent Chin?” to learn about 
the movement sparked by Chin’s story. Then, we hear about the ways Asian-American histories remain invisible in 
the U.S., and what the fight for justice, legal protection, and education about this diverse and growing community 
means today. 

TUESDAY 8/9/22 2PM
INTELLIGENCE SQUARED U.S. - Should We Isolate Russia?  
As punishment for the war, most of Russia’s energy imports to Europe will be banned by the end of the year. But is 
that smart policy? Those who argue “yes” say Russia must be punished for its actions. Those who argue “no” say 
isolating the Kremlin to this extent is a dangerous gamble, which could undermine Europe’s economies, push 
Russia further toward China, and lay the groundwork for an escalation. In this context, we debate this question, 
"Should we isolate Russia?"

TUESDAY 9/6/22 2PM
WORLD AFFAIRS  - South Africa: Since Apartheid Has Democracy Worked? 
It’s been nearly thirty years since the fall of apartheid in South Africa. In this episode, a co-production with Foreign 
Policy, we take a look at South Africa’s path to political and economic equality.

THURSDAY 9/8/22 2PM
SPEAKING IN MAINE - Heather Conley: "The Ukraine War: The Holiday From History is Over" (in house)
Today’s edition of Speaking In Maine brings us to Waterville for a talk co-hosted by the Mid-Maine Global Forum 
and the Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs at Colby College. Heather Conley, President of the German Marshall 
Fund of the U.S., speaks about the war in Ukraine, Russian politics, and the impact on and influence of Europe on 
both. Conley is most known for developing the acclaimed Kremlin Playbook series, a dedicated research project 
that examined the doctrine and methodology of Russia malign behavior across Europe. 

THURSDAY 9/29/22 2PM
WORLD AFFAIRS - Cryptomania: How Cryptocurrency Can Save—or Destabilize—a Country 
In the past year, digital coins – once viewed as the exclusive domain of tech millionaires – have shot to global 
prominence as the preferred currency of Russian oligarchs, Ukrainian resistance fighters, Salvadoran politicians, 
and everyone in between. Despite the explosion of “cryptomania,” most people still know little about how the 
digital currency actually works. On today’s edition of World Affairs, we take a deep dive into the global world of 
cryptocurrency. 

MEDIA/COMMUNICATION

THURSDAY 7/14/22 2PM
IDEAS FROM THE CBC - Origins of Celebrity 
Our fascination with famous people long predates both early Hollywood and the recent internet — by centuries, in 
fact. It has also allowed for a broad definition of celebrity: from medieval saints who rival the Kardashians for life 
drama, to a certain abrasive 19th century frontiersman, all too reminiscent of a recent American president. In 
today’s IDEAS, scholars tell us that throughout the centuries, there are always echoes of our complex and curious 
relationship with the well-known people who we don't actually know.

Wednesday 8/3/2022 11AM Maine Calling
Maine Public CEO Rick Schneider discusses priorities and plans for the organization's future.



MINORITIES/WOMEN/CIVIL RIGHTS/IMMIGRATION/RACISM

WEDNESDAY 8/10/22 2PM
APM PRESENTS - Standing in Two Worlds: Native American College Diaries 
Native American college students take listeners inside the quest to earn degrees. U.S government boarding schools 
were once used to erase Indigenous culture and force assimilation. 

WEDNESDAY 8/24/22 2PM
IDEAS FROM THE CBC - The Bias List 
People accused of showing a bias may feel obliged to react. They can try to fix their behavior to please their critic. 
Or they can decide the accusation was just the mistaken judgment of another whose own biases are the problem. 
In this exploration of the idea of bias, IDEAS explores what we're supposed to do about our biases. 

MONDAY 9/19/22 2PM
IDEAS FROM THE CBC - Mohawk Ironworkers 
Indigenous ironworkers from Canada are renowned throughout North America, with many of the iconic buildings 
of New York City's skyline standing as testimony to their nerves of steel. On today’s edition of IDEAS, Indigenous 
scholar Allan Downey tells the lesser-known story of the community of Little Caughnawaga that the ironworkers 
and their families built in Brooklyn. It's one example of what a growing movement of Indigenous scholars calls 
resurgent histories, aimed at reviving Indigenous culture, traditions and governance.

WEDNESDAY 9/28/22 2PM
IDEAS FROM THE CBC - Women and War: Stories From the Other Front 
Never before have we had such a close up, real time picture of war: the devastating impact, the upending of lives 
— and the range of roles that women play. A conversation with several women who know war: they're neither 
fighters, nor victims, yet at times of conflict they are wholehearted participants. We discuss the challenges, 
stereotypes, and the dangers for civilian women working in the fog of war. The underlying question: how might we 
see conflicts differently if women had told the story? 

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

THURSDAY 7/28/22 2PM
INTELLIGENCE SQUARED U.S. - Should We Expand the Supreme Court?
Nine justices hold tremendous power. Advocates on the left see a Supreme Court out of touch with the electorate, 
obstructed by partisan interests, and rendered illegitimate by years of controversial appointments. But those 
opposed believe dramatically changing one of the three core pillars of American government would undermine the 
court’s legitimacy. Today’s episode asks: Should we expand the Supreme Court?

WEDNESDAY 8/17/22 2PM
SPEAKING IN MAINE
Camden Conference: An Evening with CBS’s Robert Costa (in-house)
Robert Costa is CBS News’s Chief Election & Campaign Correspondent. He joined CBS News earlier this year after 
eight years with The Washington Post as a national political reporter. Previously he was moderator and managing 
editor of Washington Week on PBS. Costa co-authored with Bob Woodward PERIL, a best-selling book about the 
final
days of the Trump presidency and the beginning of the Biden presidency. In this talk, he offers his well-informed 
insights on global and domestic political issues in this mid-term election year.

WEDNESDAY 9/14/22 2PM
COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA - Tim Miller: Inside the New Republican Party 



Republican political consultant Tim Miller believes the GOP started down a path to disaster in the early 2000s. Lack 
of strategic decision making within the Republican Party at that time set the stage for Donald Trump to take over 
the party Miller once loved. He now seeks to answer a simple question: “Why did normal people go along with the 
worst of Trumpism?” Tim Miller is an author, activist and consultant who has held many positions within 
Republican campaigns. On today’s edition of Commonwealth Club, Miller recounts the roadmap of how we got 
here, and what the story of one of the greatest party shifts in American history can tell us about the future of the 
nation.

MONDAY 9/26/22 2PM
SPEAKING IN MAINE
Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations featuring Christopher Miller (in-house)
Today’s edition of Speaking In Maine brings to the Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations for a talk by Christopher 
Miller entitled “Warnings About America's Most Dangerous Enemies.” Miller served as the Acting Secretary of 
Defense from November 2020 to January 2021 and Director of the National Counterterrorism Center from August 
to November 2020. Earlier in 2020, Miller was Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations/Low Intensity 
Conflict. He also previously served as the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and 
Combating Terrorism.

TUESDAY 9/27/22 2PM
YOUR VOTE 2022
Rebroadcast of U.S. House District 2 Independent Candidate Tiffany Bond (9/26)

THURSDAY 9/22/22 11AM Maine Calling
Maine Secretary of State Shenna Bellows answers questions about voting & elections, motor vehicles and more.

Friday 9/30/33 11AM Maine Calling
On Fridays from September 30 until after the November election, Maine Public’s Political Pulse team—reporters 
Steve Mistler and Kevin Miller—join us to share the latest news from the campaign trail and the political landscape 
in Maine and beyond.

RELIGION

THURSDAY 8/18/22 2PM
IDEAS FROM THE CBC - Jefferson Lecture: Encountering the Other 
For centuries, Benedictine monks have acted as custodians for some of our world's most precious religious texts. 
Today, many of those manuscripts are under greater threat than ever before, whether that be theft, weather or 
political unrest. Minnesota-based Father Columba Stewart has spent nearly two decades working with religious 
leaders, government authorities, and archivists around the globe to preserve these religious manuscripts. On this 
episode of IDEAS, a conversation with Fr. Columba about where this all started, and why it matters so much. 

SCIENCE

FRIDAY 7/1/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 7/8/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 



Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 7/15/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 7/22/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 7/29/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 8/5/22 PLEDGE 2PM Program
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

Tuesday 7/19/22 11AM Maine Calling
Astronomy news, from the Webb telescope images to what to see in Maine's night sky this summer
.
FRIDAY 8/12/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 8/19/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

MONDAY 8/22/22 2PM
CITY ARTS AND LECTURES - Inflamed: Deep Medicine and the Anatomy of Injustice  
This week’s episode examines the connection between the state of our bodies and the state of the planet, with 
physician Rupa Marya and journalist Raj Patel. Their new book Inflamed: Deep Medicine and the Anatomy of 
Injustice, draws on Dr. Marya’s work as a physician, as well as scientific research and scholarship on the social and 
environmental causes of poor health. We’ll hear their thoughts on how we ought to be re-thinking medicine, and 
the links between illnesses that reside inside our bodies and the injustices that exist in society at large.

FRIDAY 8/26/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 



Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 9/2/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 9/9/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 9/16/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

WEDNESDAY 9/21/22 2PM
COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA - Dr. Moiya McTier:"Understanding the Milky Way" 
The Milky Way—its hundred billion stars, supermassive black holes and countless unsolved mysteries—is as 
intriguing as it is colossal. And for astrophysicist Dr. Moiya McTier, merely studying it is not enough, as she 
combines myth and science into a whimsical, fanciful and fascinating “autobiography” of our home galaxy. In her 
latest book, The Milky Way, McTier takes on the role of the titular galaxy and shares fascinating tales ranging from 
our intergalactic rivals to the time the Milky Way was once in love, breaking down advanced astronomy into 
playful, simple, and easily understood chunks.

FRIDAY 9/23/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

FRIDAY 9/30/22 2PM
SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by veteran science 
journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to bear on the scientific issues at 
hand.

TECHNOLOGY

WEDNESDAY 7/13/22 2PM
ON POINT PRESENTS SMARTER HEALTH - Artificial Intelligence and the Future of American Healthcare
Part one of a four-part series exploring how artificial intelligence and machine learning may revolutionize the 
healthcare industry. We’ll investigate the technology already available or in development for clinical settings, 
criticize the ethical dilemmas the technology presents in medicine, and understand the guardrails and regulations 
in progress to advise AI advancements.

YOUTH



Friday 7/1/22 11AM Maine Calling 
Raising resilient kids and preparing them to face challenges and adapt to change.

2022 3rd Quarter Report 
Maine Public News Weekdays afternoons through 6:00 p.m.

Maine Public delivers news to Maine in a variety of ways – radio, television, online,
newsletters, and social media – and each weekday Maine Public Radio carries important
news segments for the Maine audience including weather reports. These are news reports
and feature stories about the people and issues that affect our listeners’ lives. We place
special emphasis on covering state government, particularly the state legislature. We also
place special emphasis on the following coverage areas: crime, corrections, courts,
cultural issues; the disabled and disadvantaged; the economy; the environment; health
issues; the media; minorities and civil rights issues; politics; religion; women’s issues; and
youth.

Our mission is to enrich the minds and engage the lives of our listeners. To that end, the
reports aired aim not only to inform, but to empower. 

ASCERTAINMENT: DATE: REPORT TITLE: DURATION: REPORTER:
Politics 7/1/2022 Maine's 'yellow flag' law could be a model 

for gun control, but legal experts say it 
has limitations

4:55 Kevin Miller

Maine's Political Pulse 7/1/2022 In pivot to economy, top Maine 
Republicans shade abortion intentions

12:22 Staff

This Day in Maine 7/1/2022 Vanceboro officials push back against a 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
move to limit hours at the local Canadian 
border crossing; Inland Fisheries and 
Wildlife officers will patrol Maine lakes 
this weekend, looking for boaters under 
the influence; Bird Flu is detected in a 
local flock, prompting officials to warn 
bird owners to avoid in-person gatherings 
with domestic birds.

14:04 Staff

Maine 7/5/2022 The curious case of Maine: The nation's 
oldest state, yet the only one getting 
younger

1:10 Robbie 
Feinberg

Business/Economy 7/5/2022 Most $850 relief checks have now gone 
out to Mainers

0:55 Steve Mistler

Health 7/5/2022 Mainers are more frequently overdosing 
from drugs this year, new data show

1:22 Patty Wight

Environment/Outdoors 7/5/2022 Groups challenge sustainability label for 
Maine lobster over danger to right whales

1:28 Fred Bever

This Day in Maine 7/5/2022 Overdose deaths are up this year in 
Maine; Groups challenge the 
sustainability of Maine's lobster fishery

7:33 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 7/6/2022 Maine seals are the latest species to be 
affected by persistent strain of avian flu

2:56 Patty Wight



Business/Economy 7/6/2022 'Why not here?' Columbia Falls weighs 
plans for world's largest flagpole

6:30 Nicole 
Ogrysko

This Day in Maine 7/6/2022 A flagpole plan in Washington County; 
Maine seals are being affected by avian 
flu

15:08 Staff

Business/Economy 7/7/2022 Charter-funded group campaigns against 
Maine municipal broadband, riling 
residents and ‘partners’

6:54 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 7/7/2022 A group funded by Maine's largest 
internet service provider has defeated 
municipal broadband projects in two 
small communities, and its tactics are 
being questioned.

12:26 Staff

Politics 7/8/2022 Mills urges Congress to delay federal 
tribal rights bill, citing negotiations with 
Wabanaki

1:33 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Environment/Outdoors 7/8/2022 U.S. judge says feds are failing to protect 
endangered right whales from lobster 
gear entanglement

1:33 Fred Bever

Maine's Political Pulse 7/8/2022 How SCOTUS could overhaul elections - 
and what that means for Maine

10:39 Staff

This Day in Maine 7/8/2022 Federal judge rules that fisheries 
regulators are violating Endangered 
Species Act by failing to adequately 
protect North Atlantic Right Whales from 
deadly gear entanglements.

16:22:00 Staff

Health 7/11/2022 At 4th annual opioid response summit, 
Janet Mills commits $4.5 million to 
bolster treatment

3:09 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 7/11/2022 UMaine System trustees extend 
chancellor's contract; Gov. Mills commits 
to more support at opioid response 
summit

9:41 Staff

Politics 7/12/2022 New legislation from Golden would stamp 
out debate over VA closures, including 
those in Maine

1:21 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Health 7/12/2022 U.S. drug czar: Maine State Prison a 
national model for medication-assisted 
treatment

3:17 Susan Sharon

This Day in Maine 7/12/2022 U.S. drug czar visits Maine State Prison; 
Gas prices and inflation may be affecting 
tourists' spending

8:19 Staff

This Day in Maine 7/13/2022 COVID was the third-leading cause of 
death in Maine last year; Seasonal 
lobstering closures reinstated

5:52:00 Staff

This Day in Maine 7/14/2022 Portland's no camping on public property 
ordinance impacts unhoused residents; 
federal funding to help bridge broadband 
gap in Maine; Golden versus Poliquin 
2nd District congressional race fetching 
campaign contributions.

6:38:00 Staff

Politics 7/15/2022 Bill sought by Wabanaki tribes in Maine 
passes U.S. House

1:03 Kevin Miller

Business/Economy 7/15/2022 Summer camps can't find staff. That 
means less childcare for Maine parents

5:53:00 Robbie 
Feinberg



Maine's Political Pulse 7/15/2022 Gov. Mills pushes payments, LePage tax 
cuts. Will either help or hurt?

10:27 Staff

This Day in Maine 7/15/2022 U.S. House passes bill allowing 
Wabanaki tribes in Maine to benefit from 
new federal laws; Dolly Parton's 
Imagination Library is coming to Maine; 
South Portland legislative race has a new 
Somali-American candidate.

17:25 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 7/18/2022 In East Millinocket, optimism that green 
technology could revitalize the remains of 
a paper mill

7:24 Murray 
Carpenter

Business/Economy 7/18/2022 Portland company with big plans for 
using seaweed to soak up carbon draws 
scrutiny

5:30 Fred Bever

This Day in Maine 7/18/2022 A plan to revitalize the East Millinocket 
mill; Scrutiny on a Portland startup trying 
to fight climate change

17:39 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 7/19/2022 Big batteries are quickly becoming part of 
Maine's electric grid

5:19:00 Murray 
Carpenter

This Day in Maine 7/19/2022 The role of batteries in Maine's energy 
grid; amid a union drive, Chipotle closes 
its Augusta location

9:53 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 7/20/2022 Why 3D printing could advance two of 
Maine's big goals: climate action and 
affordable housing

6:57 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Environment/Outdoors 7/20/2022 Maine environmental board hears appeal 
of CMP corridor permit 2 years after it 
was granted

2:56 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 7/20/2022  CMP's electricity corridor project back 
before regulators; 159 seal strandings 
could be linked to avian influenza; Bar 
Harbor residents weigh in on a petition to 
limit cruise ship passengers.

16:22 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 7/21/2022 Jonesport residents reject aquaculture 
moratorium

1:25:00 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Environment/Outdoors 7/21/2022 State environmental board rejects 
appeals of CMP corridor permits

2:22 Kevin Miller

Environment/Outdoors 7/21/2022 Amid a summer swelter, thoughts turn to 
winter and an energy price crisis in oil-
dependent Maine

4:57 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 7/21/2022 Senator Angus King co-sponsors 
legislation to ensure access to 
medication abortions in states where 
abortion is legal; heating oil prices have 
Mainers worried about the winter ahead.

17:24 Staff

Maine's Political Pulse 7/22/2022 Deceptive tactics mark early start to 
Maine campaigns

14:12 Staff

This Day in Maine 7/22/2022 First Monkeypox case detected in Maine; 
Maine businesses lay out priorities for 
economic growth; Howland Research 
Forest demonstrates the role forests play 
in the fight against climate change.

22:27 Staff

Business/Economy 7/25/2022 Recent rental relief changes foreshadow 
bigger challenges for Maine, housing 
advocates say

5:16:00 Nicole 
Ogrysko



Politics 7/25/2022 Maine police group’s endorsement of 
Golden could undercut key GOP attack

4:04 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 7/25/2022 Maine Fraternal Order of Police endorses 
Republican Paul LePage and Democratic 
Congressman Jared Golden; 
conservation easement in western Maine 
completes the protection of nearly 200 
thousand acres as a refuge for plants 
and animals

10:17 Staff

Politics 7/26/2022 Lewiston statehouse candidate could 
become Maine's first Somali-American 
legislator

4:54 Ari Snider

This Day in Maine 7/26/2022 November elections are getting attention; 
Maine State Ferry Service cuts runs due 
to worker shortage; Downeast passenger 
train ridership is up

16:45 Staff

Business/Economy 7/27/2022 American Aquafarms drops lawsuit 
against the state, but vows to pursue 
salmon farm again

1:29:00 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Environment/Outdoors 7/27/2022 As climate change alters Maine farms, 
Ag Allies aims to protect bobolinks and 
other grassland birds

5:24 Murray 
Carpenter

Environment/Outdoors 7/27/2022 Business groups push Maine DEP to 
delay ‘forever chemicals’ reporting law

4:12 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 7/27/2022 CHIPS for America Act passes Senate, 
will boost computer chip manufacturing in 
the U.S.; Maine AFL-CIO opposes 
consumer-owned utility referendum; 
Maine DEP considers delay for PFAS 
reporting.

15:04 Staff

This Day in Maine 7/28/2022 Department of Environmental Protection 
report says Maine's on track to meet its 
climate goals; Democrats challenge 
former Governor Paul LePage's 
environmental record; Roman Catholic 
priest cleared by Diocese of wrongdoing 
to return to active ministry.

6:34 Staff

Maine's Political Pulse 7/29/2022 Money isn’t everything in politics, but it 
helps

4:01 Staff

This Day in Maine 7/29/2022 Governor Mills asks federal officials for 
increased funding for heating assistance 
program; UMaine gets federal funds to 
study vector borne illnesses; National 
Marine Fisheries Service proposes 
vessel speed rule to reduce ship strikes 
to endangered whales.

13:13 Staff

Politics 8/1/2022 John Rensenbrink, co-founder of Maine 
and national Green Party, has died

2:37 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 8/1/2022 The second case of monkeypox has 
been confirmed in Maine; Community 
college applications are up in the state

6:59 Staff

This Day in Maine 8/2/2022 Little relief in store from Maine's drought; 
Agencies expect dramatic increases in 
tidal flooding in future decades

6:28 Staff



This Day in Maine 8/3/2022 Maine's U.S. Senators endorse new 
electoral count bill; Mainers face barriers 
in accessing substance use treatment

9:10 Staff

Business/Economy 8/3/2022 Bar Harbor considers two competing 
options for limiting cruise ships

1:09 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Politics 8/3/2022 Collins-Manchin bill to protect electoral 
count endorsed at key hearing

3:09 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 8/4/2022 Most of Maine dealing with drought; a 
new program to help immigrants navigate 
Portland's bus system

13:02 Staff

Maine 8/4/2022 'Bus Ambassadors' help new immigrants 
navigate southern Maine transit systems

3:12 Ari Snider

This Day in Maine 8/5/2022 Inflation Reduction Act applauded by 
Maine's clean energy advocates; first 
Monkeypox vaccine clinic in state draws 
hundreds; new state law to provide 
property tax relief to seniors takes effect 
next week.

15:56:00 Staff

Politics 8/5/2022 New Maine law allowing seniors to freeze 
property taxes takes effect

5:07 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Maine's Political Pulse 8/5/2022 For Maine Democrats and beyond, hope 
is in a place like Kansas

12:55 Staff

This Day in Maine 8/8/2022  A boost in revenue sharing for Maine 
municipalities; How drought could affect 
livestock producers

5:20 Staff

Politics 8/8/2022 Maine municipalities receive 5% of state 
revenues under sharing program

1:51 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 8/9/2022 More calls at Maine's domestic violence 
resource centers; A potential northern 
Maine mining project has many local 
residents concerned

10:56 Staff

Health 8/9/2022 As call volume increases, Maine's 
domestic violence resource centers are 
losing volunteers

1:42 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Environment/Outdoors 8/9/2022 Controversial northern Maine mining 
proposal still percolating as company 
courts town officials

5:39 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 8/10/2022 Near-record heat over northern New 
England; the drought is devastating some 
Maine blueberry growers

9:28:00 Staff

This Day in Maine 8/11/2022 Study finds Gulf of Maine warmed faster 
in last 100 years than at any other period 
over the last millennium; state is testing 
two sites near Searsport for a major 
offshore wind development hub; 
shuttered Hampden waste facility 
purchased by more than 100 Maine 
communities to recycle trash.

7:44 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 8/11/2022 The warming Gulf of Maine has 
contributed to Maine's recent hot weather

4:21 Robbie 
Feinberg

This Day in Maine 8/12/2022 Maine 2nd District Congressman Jared 
Golden supports Inflation Reduction Act: 
Mallinckrodt mercury pollution court case 
moves toward resolution.

19:37 Staff



Environment/Outdoors 8/12/2022 Researchers look to Maine's logged 
North Woods for lessons on protecting 
birds

6:46 Susan Sharon

Maine's Political Pulse 8/12/2022 Maine GOP candidates jump to Trump's 
defense after FBI raids Mar-a-Lago

10:33 Staff

Business/Economy 8/15/2022 A federal agency has affirmed a Maine 
law protecting credit records of domestic 
abuse survivors

1:08 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 8/15/2022 Renewables advocates welcome the 
Inflation Reduction Act; how the ongoing 
drought is affecting Maine's bees

8:09 Staff

Business/Economy 8/16/2022 Maine's green tech sector welcomes 
passage of the Inflation Reduction Act

1:11 Murray 
Carpenter

Business/Economy 8/16/2022 Federal tax changes would ease Maine's 
affordable housing shortage, says one 
developer

6:06 Irwin Gratz

This Day in Maine 8/16/2022 FBI Director visits Maine; Arrests in 
Portland over stolen copper

3:30 Staff

Maine 8/17/2022 How an annual soccer tournament brings 
together Vermont's farmworker 
community

6:40 Elodie Reed

This Day in Maine 8/17/2022 Portland to test wastewater for 
monkeypox; Bar Harbor restricts cruise 
ships

8:08 Staff

History 8/18/2022 Markers will honor Mainers who fought 
for women's right to vote, 102 years after 
the 19th amendment

5:03 Irwin Gratz

This Day in Maine 8/18/2022 MaineHealth and Anthem work out a 
deal: Maine law requiring medical 
marijuana dispensaries to be owned by 
residents struck down by court.

10:07 Staff

This Day in Maine 8/19/2022 Nurses at Maine Medical Center vote to 
keep their union; former Republican Gov. 
Paul LePage threatens a Democratic 
Party staffer

15:00 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 8/22/2022 Where are white sharks swimming off 
Maine? A conversation with the state's 
new expert

4:53 Irwin Gratz

Environment/Outdoors 8/22/2022 E-bikes are getting more Mainers out of 
their cars — and could help the state 
meet its climate goals

8:11 Murray 
Carpenter

Courts/Crimes 8/22/2022 Commission head warns low-income 
Maine defendants could go 
unrepresented as attorney roster shrinks

4:10 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 8/22/2022 A declining number of lawyers willing to 
represent low-income Maine clients; How 
e-bikes could help Maine reach its 
climate goals

19:44 Staff

Politics 8/23/2022 DHHS denies lawmakers' request for 
confidential files in child death cases

2:51 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 8/23/2022 Mills administration refuses to provide 
files on child deaths; A record number of 
piping plovers in Maine

8:07 Staff



Transportation 8/24/2022 A shortage of volunteer drivers is 
threatening transportation programs 
across Maine

3:06 Nicole 
Ogrysko

This Day in Maine 8/24/2022 Maine's delegation is divided on Biden's 
student loan cancellation plan; A lack of 
volunteer drivers threatens organization 
across the state

10:35 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 8/25/2022 Western Massachusetts urban, rural 
farmers feeling effects of severe drought

4:23 Jill Kauffman

Environment/Outdoors 8/25/2022 Poland Spring hopes to double its 
withdrawals from a York County well

1:14 Murray 
Carpenter

Environment/Outdoors 8/25/2022 State closes commercial menhaden 
fishery, drawing concerns from 
lobstermen

1:21 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Business/Economy 8/25/2022 Maine farmers and business leaders urge 
Congress to expand migrant worker 
program

3:47 Ari Snider

This Day in Maine 8/25/2022 Poland Spring wants to double the 
amount of water it withdraws from a 
Hollis well; Menhaden season closing 
Sunday; labor shortages hurt farmers this 
summer

9:05 Staff

Education/Schools 8/26/2022 Educators say free meals have changed 
attitudes in Maine's school cafeterias

5:04 Robbie 
Feinberg

Maine's Political Pulse 8/26/2022 Could student loan forgiveness factor into 
Maine's races?

13:10 Staff

This Day in Maine 8/26/2022 Governor Janet Mills weighs in on 
President Joe Biden's student loan 
forgiveness plan; U.S. EPA designates 
two PFAS chemicals as hazardous 
substances; Maine Lobstering Union 
drops its lawsuit against the federal 
government but isn't done fighting

7:33 Staff

Politics 8/29/2022 Virginia governor who channeled 
conservative outrage over schools will 
campaign for LePage

1:03 Steve Mistler

Maine 8/29/2022 One year after war’s end, Afghans and 
veterans in Maine struggle to evacuate 
those left behind

5:24 Ari Snider

This Day in Maine 8/29/2022 Efforts to rescue Afghans a year after 
U.S. withdrawal; Lewiston looks at 
restricting cell phone use in schools

12:15 Staff

Business/Economy 8/30/2022 Maine high court says referendum 
blocking CMP corridor could be 
unconstitutional

5:21 Kevin Miller

Maine 8/30/2022 Supply chain issues could leave 
hundreds of Portland apartment tenants 
without power for two weeks

2:42 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 8/30/2022 High court says part of CMP referendum 
could be unconstitutional; New forestland 
will be conserved in Piscataquis County

15:02 Staff

Education/Schools 8/31/2022 Maine makes free school lunches 
permanent after federal funding ends

3:45 Robbie 
Feinberg



This Day in Maine 8/31/2022 Updated COVID boosters could be 
available next week; Enrollment is up at 
some of Maine's private colleges

6:17 Staff

Arts/Culture 9/1/2022 Maine playwright explores the effects of 
opiate addiction on the fishing community 
in a new play

5:50:00 Keith Shortall

This Day in Maine 9/1/2022 State commission reviews shortcomings 
in Maine's emergency medical system; 
Summit Natural Gas asks Public Utilities 
Commission for rate hike; drought eases 
in parts of the state

14:02 Staff

Maine's Political Pulse 9/2/2022 How the GOP’s battle over public 
education could affect the Maine race for 
governor

13:42 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/2/2022 Maine Turnpike Authority projects heavy 
traffic this holiday weekend; Acadia 
National Park preparing for one of its 
busiest summer weekends

11:15 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 9/6/2022 Appliances sold in Maine will soon need 
to meet stricter efficiency standards

1:00 Murray 
Carpenter

Business/Economy 9/6/2022 From mill closures to border tensions, a 
new book probes the turmoil in Maine's 
logging industry

4:39 Irwin Gratz

Business/Economy 9/6/2022 Influential seafood guide recommends 
against consuming lobster over danger to 
whales

2:16 Patty Wight

Business/Economy 9/6/2022 What the Inflation Reduction Act's climate 
investment means for Mainers

5:28 Murray 
Carpenter

Politics 9/6/2022 Would a third LePage term be different? 
Republicans hope voters think so. 
Democrats say it's a farce

1:32 Steve Mistler

Politics 9/6/2022 LePage's abortion stance is top of mind 
for voters – and Maine Democrats – 
ahead of the midterms

2:43 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 9/6/2022 What the Inflation Reduction Act means 
for Maine; Seafood guide recommends 
against eating lobster

16:22 Staff

Politics 9/7/2022 Election deniers are swamping officials 
with records requests — including 
Maine’s

2:55 Steve Mistler

Environment/Outdoors 9/7/2022 Scientists are using dragonfly larvae to 
monitor pollution in Acadia National Park

5:03 Carol 
Bousquet

Courts/Crimes 9/7/2022 New Maine commission begins probe of 
attorney-client jail recordings

1:25 Nicole 
Ogrysko

This Day in Maine 9/7/2022 Scientists monitor dragonfly larvae in 
Acadia National Park; New commission 
on attorney-client jail recordings

14:14 Staff

Politics 9/8/2022 Abortion or the economy? The top issue 
in Maine's gubernatorial race depends on 
your politics

3:08 Kevin Miller

Environment/Outdoors 9/8/2022 Maine Supreme Court hears arguments 
over long-running intertidal dispute for 
planned salmon farm

1:22 Nicole 
Ogrysko

This Day in Maine 9/8/2022 New COVID boosters that target Omicron 
variant now in Maine; GOP fundraiser 

11:31 Staff



reveals disagreement on which issue is 
most important to voters.

Maine's Political Pulse 9/9/2022 Emptying the reporters' notebook with 
two months to go till Election Day

12:36 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/9/2022 COVID outbreaks in at least 26 nursing 
homes and assisted living centers in 
Maine; Portland Police report spike in 
violent crime; Maine's Congressional 
Delegation and Governor call out 
Seafood Watch for "irresponsible" listing 
of American lobster.

15:22 Staff

Politics 9/12/2022 LePage, Mills trade barbs over dams and 
paper mill jobs

2:50 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 9/12/2022 A battle over a Maine dam becomes a 
campaign issue; Portland's mayor won't 
run for re-election

8:15 Staff

Politics 9/13/2022 Maine governor race takes center stage 
in national conservative group’s latest 
attack on LGBTQ books

6:47 Steve Mistler

Politics 9/13/2022 Mills urges feds to hold in-person 
hearings in Maine on fishing changes to 
protect right whales

1:04 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 9/13/2022 A conservative group's attack on LGBTQ 
books; More Maine farmers are looking 
at irrigation

18:04 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 9/14/2022 With third dry summer in a row, more 
Maine farmers are exploring irrigation

4:22 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Business/Economy 9/14/2022 Ski resort revitalization near Moosehead 
Lake wins approval from key regulator

1:23 Nicole 
Ogrysko

Environment/Outdoors 9/14/2022 USDA grants $30 million for increased 
carbon storage in New England forests

4:25 Susan Sharon

This Day in Maine 9/14/2022 New funding for a "climate-smart" 
approach to forestry; Regulators approve 
a new plan to rebuild Big Moose 
Mountain ski area

10:19 Staff

Politics 9/15/2022 Following GOP playbook, Thelander tries 
to frame Pingree as anti-police

1:34 Steve Mistler

Environment/Outdoors 9/15/2022 Under fire over right whales, lobster reps 
try to reframe the industry as climate-
friendly

1:07 Murray 
Carpenter

This Day in Maine 9/15/2022 Lobster industry representatives tout their 
climate-friendly attributes; Wolfe's Neck 
gets 35 million dollars grant to export 
regenerative farming practices 
nationwide; Maine Medical nurses reach 
agreement on first union contract

8:57 Staff

Maine's Political Pulse 9/16/2022 Why Maine politicians are brandishing 
their lobster bona fides

15:03 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/16/2022 Environmental groups come out against 
Bureau of Ocean Management wind 
power decision; federal health officials 
meet with Fairfield residents over PFAS 
contamination.

17:00 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/16/2022 Bureau of Ocean Management decision 
regarding wind power sites criticized by 

17:00 Staff



environmentalists; PFAS contamination 
in Fairfield draws U.S. health officials to 
meet with residents.

Politics 9/19/2022 LePage’s education plan calls for public 
funding for private schools and criticizes 
"woke agenda"

5:22 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 9/19/2022 LePage unveils his education plan; 
Potato farmers work to adapt to a 
changing climate

16:18 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/20/2022 The Jay Mill will close next year; Houlton 
Band of Maliseet work to restore salmon 
to a northern Maine river

11:48 Staff

Politics 9/21/2022 Joe Manchin stumps for Rep. Golden to 
help win over independent Maine voters

3:54 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 9/21/2022 Manchin stumps for Jared Golden; How 
Maine's oldest wind project has impacted 
the local community

15:37 Staff

Education/Schools 9/22/2022 Advocates say Maine students with 
disabilities are losing class time because 
of staff shortages

3:38 Robbie 
Feinberg

Environment/Outdoors 9/22/2022 Maine biologist wins national prize for 
system that traps invasive snakes and 
lizards

1:07 Murray 
Carpenter

Business/Economy 9/22/2022 The wind energy field is blowing up, but a 
Maine training program is struggling to 
attract students

5:24 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 9/22/2022 Two healthcare workers plead not guilty 
to criminal charges in the death of an 
intellectually disabled patient in 2019; 
school districts across Maine are 
struggling to attract and retain ed techs, 
causing special ed students to miss class 
time.

16:31 Staff

Environment/Outdoors 9/23/2022 Maine's North Woods are a carbon 
storage machine. They could do even 
more for climate mitigation

6:05 Susan Sharon

Maine's Political Pulse 9/23/2022 From health care to land conservation, 
LePage has a hard time outrunning his 
past

8:29 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/23/2022 More Mainers applying for heating 
assistance; Maine approves the first 
religious school application to receive 
public tuition funds; unhoused residents 
staying at a Scarborough inn are being 
evicted and social service agencies aren't 
sure where they'll go

20:04 Staff

Politics 9/26/2022 Maine Democrats renew attack on 
LePages over property tax break claimed 
in Florida

5:20 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 9/26/2022 Dems attack LePage over Florida tax 
break; Maine expands free COVID test 
program

11:51 Staff

Courts/Crimes 9/27/2022 Maine man found guilty of assaulting 
officers during Jan. 6 insurrection

1:20 Charlie 
Eichacker



Business/Economy 9/27/2022 Apple farmers, pro-immigration groups 
push Congress to overhaul migrant 
worker program

4:38 Ari Snider

Politics 9/27/2022 Mills and LePage sound off on PFAS at 
agricultural forum

2:38 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 9/27/2022 Why Maine farmers are pushing for visa 
reform; Maine man found guilty for 
assaulting officers during Jan. 6 
insurrection

15:00 Staff

Politics 9/28/2022 Candidates for 2nd Congressional 
District tussle over inflation and energy in 
only full debate

1:46 Steve Mistler

Politics 9/28/2022 LePage tries to connect Gov. Mills' 
policies to increased crime and drug use

5:37 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 9/28/2022 LePage tries to tie Mills policies to 
increased crime; Maine fishermen fight 
against potential new restrictions

13:59 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/29/2022 Low Income Home Energy Assistance 
Program in Maine to get millions more in 
funding this season; Maine CDC warns of 
increase in tick-borne diseases this fall 
and urges residents to take precautions.

7:46 Staff

Maine's Political Pulse 9/30/2022 Mills runs safe, LePage runs risky as 
Maine race for governor intensifies

18:22 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/30/2022 Bangor schools among first in New 
England to use new crisis alert system; 
MaineHousing stops accepting 
applications for emergency rental 
assistance; U.S. Senator Angus King 
endorses Janet Mills for governor.

13:01 Staff

This Day in Maine 9/30/2022 Bangor Schools to use new crisis alert 
system; MaineHousing stops accepting 
emergency rental assistance 
applications; U.S. Senator Angus King 
endorses Janet Mills for Governor

13:01 Staff


